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Critical Mass celebrating 15 years of free-form bicycle advocacy

Rachel Gordon, Chronicle Staff Writer
Friday, September 28, 2007
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(09-27) 20:59 PDT San Francisco -- Tonight's Critical Mass in San Francisco marks
the 15th anniversary of the rebellious rolling ride that locally has propelled the bicycle
movement into the political mainstream and globally has been copied by hundreds of
cities.

What began with four dozen bicyclists riding together
up Market Street on Sept. 25, 1992, has turned into a
monthly happening that regularly draws thousands of
participants pedaling along the streets of San
Francisco, at times drawing both praise and scorn.

The monthly Critical Mass rides are part political
statement and part roving street festival and now are
firmly part of San Francisco's cultural fabric.

Critical Mass has no organized leadership. The rides
are promoted by word of mouth and over the Internet.
The only constant is that they are held the last Friday
of the month and start around 6 p.m. at Justin
Herman Plaza at the foot of Market Street. The routes
are fluid, often determined on the spot.

It is not uncommon for the mass rides to tie up
automobile traffic for an hour or more just as people commuting by car or bus are trying
to get home at the end of their workweek.

The rides on occasion have erupted into clashes - some verbal, some physical - involving
cyclists, police, motorists and politicians. But they also have served to raise awareness
that the streets are not just for the benefit of the private automobile.

"The role of Critical Mass has been a double-edged sword," said Leah Shahum, executive
director of the San Francisco Bicycle Coalition, an advocacy organization with 7,500
members that works independently of Critical Mass.

On one hand, she said, the tactics of Critical Mass can spark anger and turn people off
altogether to efforts aimed at making the streets more accommodating to bicyclists. On
the other, Critical Mass, through its high visibility and outside agitation, has pushed the
issue into public consciousness and influenced public policy.

In the past 15 years, bicycling has become less of a fringe movement in San Francisco
and more, well, middle of the road. The city now has 126 miles of designated bike lanes
and paths, and commercial developers are required to provide secure bike parking.
Muni buses are equipped with bike racks.

Valet bicycle parking is now commonplace at major events in town, including Giants
games, street fairs and rock concerts, and the city set as a goal boosting the number of
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people who primarily use bikes to get around. The 2000 U.S. census found that about 2
percent of all commute trips made in San Francisco were by bike; the city hopes to reach
10 percent by 2010 as it pushes to reduce traffic congestion and air pollution.

Bike activists also won a hard-fought battle earlier this year when the city agreed to ban
cars along a stretch of roadways in Golden Gate Park on Saturdays during the spring and
summer.

The pro-bike movement hit a major roadblock, however, when a Superior Court judge
last year blocked implementation of San Francisco's official bike plan. That document
serves as a road map intended to make biking a viable transportation alternative to the
automobile. It calls for, among other things, the creation of more bike lanes, even if that
means removing traffic lanes and on-street parking spaces to accommodate cyclists at
the expense of the more numerous members of the public who drive.

Critics of the plan successfully sued on the grounds that the city did not conduct
sufficient studies to assess the potential effects of the plan. The city is now undertaking
the required reviews, which aren't expected to be completed until next summer. In the
meantime, the city is prohibited from going forward with any new bicycle projects.

Rob Anderson, a plaintiff in the lawsuit against the city, long has railed against Critical
Mass and the pro-bike agenda in San Francisco and has accused city officials of
capitulating to a vocal minority.

"Bikes are really nothing more than a recreational accessory - and an accessory to a
political lifestyle here in Progressive Land," he wrote on his blog, District 5 Diary.

But Joel Pomerantz, who rode in that first Critical Mass ride 15 years ago, said in an
interview Thursday that the city has not gone far enough or fast enough to promote
biking and reducing the reliance on the congestion-causing, oil-dependent private
automobile. "The number of successes we've had is very small."

Pomerantz, who at 46 has never owned a car, remembers the first Critical Mass ride in
which 48 people rode up Market Street to Valencia Street, at the time unaware of what it
would become. In about a year, he said, 1,000 people joined in, and the movement had
taken root. Today, Critical Mass rides are found in more than 300 cities around the
world, including Berkeley, Santa Cruz, Seattle, Chicago, Berlin, London and Rio de
Janeiro.

In San Francisco, the size of the rides varies. One of the largest, in July 1997, attracted
5,000 riders - and a lot of attention. Automobile traffic was snarled for hours as the
cyclists played a cat-and-mouse game with police. Tempers flared, police made more
than 200 arrests, and then-Mayor Willie Brown vowed a crackdown.

But things calmed down and the rides continued, with only the occasional outburst of
serious trouble. In May, Critical Mass was on the front pages again when the driver of a
minivan carrying five children found herself in the path of hundreds of cyclists and
ended up with her rear window smashed, allegedly by a cyclist using a bike as a weapon.
Some witnesses at the scene said it was the driver who started the fracas when her
vehicle struck a cyclist.

Over the years, drivers have reported that cyclists have spat at them, reached through
their windows and hit them, and pounded on their cars; cyclists have told of being
punched, kicked and deliberately run into by angry drivers.

Business leaders, once unhappy about Critical Mass, have softened their tone.

"Overall, there's less concern about the monthly rides," said Carol Piasente, a
spokeswoman for the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce. She said police seem to be
doing a better job of managing traffic, and the general public is more prepared for the
monthly disruption.
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Mayor Gavin Newsom said through a spokesman that he hopes tonight's ride will go
smoothly.

"The mayor supports the worthwhile message of Critical Mass ... but from time to time a
violent element has torpedoed the positive statements that bicyclists are trying to make,"
said spokesman Nathan Ballard. "We hope that the better angels of our nature will
prevail (tonight) and that the 15th anniversary of the ride will be a peaceful one."

Online resources

For more information about Critical Mass and the bicycle
movement:

www.critical-mass.info

links.sfgate.com/ZYM

www.sfbike.org

district5diary.blogspot.com

To view a video of Critical Mass, go to:

links.sfgate.com/ZYN

The ride

What: Mass bike ride through the streets of San Francisco

When: 6 p.m. today

Where: Starts at Justin Herman Plaza, at the foot of Market Street

E-mail Rachel Gordon at rgordon@sfchronicle.com.

This article appeared on page A - 1 of the San Francisco Chronicle
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